**Smart Trak™ AX23**
with Compact Level Controller

### Application
The general purpose level switch package provides automatic tank filling or emptying up to 10’ (3m) between two adjustable level switch points. The compact relay controller with optional strobe provides one latching 16A relay for pump or valve control. Offered in three sensor technologies, choose the type based upon your application media. This PP level switch package is selected for day tank, skid or machine, cooling tower, waste sump and process tank applications, requiring detection and control.

### Features
- Fail-safe relay control of pumps or valves with adjustable time delay
- Offered in three sensor technologies for broad application coverage
- Easy setup with LED indicators for sensor, power and relay status
- Rugged polypropylene construction for use with corrosive liquids
- Adjustable switch cars enable sensor position adjustments in the field
- Invert switch changes relay state from NO to NC without rewiring

### Key Benefits
- Complete solution to automatically fill or empty a tank between two switch points with full pump or valve control - just add power
- Sensor positions are easily adjusted enabling fine tuning of the level switch points in the field

### Sensor Technologies

**LU10**

**SWITCH-TEK™ Ultrasonic Level Switch**
Broadly applied in chemicals and light weight oils

**LZ12**

**SWITCH-TEK™ Vibration Level Switch**
Applied in wastewater with light coating or scaling

**LV10**

**SWITCH-TEK™ Vertical Buoyancy Level Switch**
Applied in clean water and non-coating chemicals
Select the best level sensor technology based upon your application. Specify the A, B, C dimensions at the end of the part number (ie: AZ23-4343-87"-76"-17"). The dimensions may be specified in 1/2" (1.3cm) increments. The track length or A-dimension may be specified from 12" to 10’ (20cm to 3m). The sensor or B and C dimensions may be specified from 4" to 10’ (10cm to 3m). For maximum field adjustability, specify all sensor dimensions equal to the A-dimension.

To calculate the track length adder, round up the A-dimension to the next foot (30 cm) and add $20 per foot (30cm) to the price.